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VII.—Fxamination of the Inscriptions from Girnar in Gujerat, and 
Dhaulit wn Cuttack, continued by James Prinsep, Sec, As. Soc. 

Sanskrit Inscription, No. 1, from Junagarh. 

After the announcement made in the proceedings of the Society, 

published in the present journal, that the Governor General has acced- 

ed to my request for the deputation of an officer to take exact facsimiles. 

of the several inscriptions in Gujerat which have turned out to be of so 

important a nature, it may seem premature or superfluous to continue 

the publication of the analysis of the less perfect document now in my 

hands. But it is only in a few uncertain passages that the expected 

corrections are desired. The body of the matter is sufficiently intelli- 

gible, both in the Pali edicts of Girnar published last month, and in 

the Sanskrit inscription from Junagarh, which I have chosen for the 
subject of my present notice. 

I should indeed be doing an injustice to Captain Lane who executed 
the cloth facsimile for the President of the Bombay Literary Society, 

and to Dr. Witson himself, who so graciously placed it at my disposal, 

when doubtless he might with little trouble have succeeded himself in 

interpreting it much better than I can do, from his well known proficiency 

ix the Sanskrit language; it would, I say, be an injustice to them, were 

I to withhold the publication of what is already prepared for the press, 

which may be looked upon as their property, and their discovery, 

and to mix it with what may hereafter be obtained by a more accurate 

survey of the spot. 

Before, however, proceeding to the inscription itself, I have much 

pleasure in inserting Dr. WiLson’s account of his visit to the place, 

and of the mode in which the inscriptions were taken down under his 

instructions. It was printed in the Bombay Christian Spectator, whence 

the author has kindly extracted it at my request, in a letter first receiy- 

ed from Bombay. 

Account of a visit to Girnar by the Rev. J. Wizson, D...D. gg 
It was on the 13th of March, 1835, that I visited the Girnadr moun- 

tain. The following is the extract from my journal which you have 

asked me to send to you. 

“ After leaving the Nawab of Tanieod (with whom and his darbar 
I had spent the preceding night in keen, but friendly discussion), 
I rested for a little, and then proceeded in a dolé to the celebrated 

Girndr hill. I found myself at the base of it (the road leads 

through thick jangal) about day-break. The ascent is very difficult, 
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and in some places, from the precipitousness of the mountain, rather 

trying to the nerves. The rock is of granite, containing, particularly 

near the summit, a large quantity of mica. There is scarcely any 

_ vegetation upon it, and indeed from its steepness, no possibility of 

the formation of a. soil. The largest temples are at an elevation, I 

should think, of about 2000 feet, estimating the greatest height at 2500. 

They are built of the granite, though some of the steps and staircases 

are formed of sandstone, from the plain below. They are works of pro- 

digious labour, and are executed in excellent taste. They are at pre- 
sent appropriated by the Jainas ; but the most ancient and remarkable 

of them appear to me from the Dhagob, and other arrangements, to be 

undoubtedly Buddhist. The most remarkable Jaina images in them, 

are those of Nemindtha, not much exceeding the size of a man, black 

and ornamented with gold, and at present worshipped ; and Aishabh- 

deva, of a colossal size, of granite, covered with white chunam ; and 

Parasnétha. In the inferior parts, there are the images of all the twen- 

ty-four ZTirthankars. There are numerous cells inthe courts of the 
temples, and places adjoining, which were probably formerly used by 

the priests. At present, the only persons who live on the hill, are the 

sipahis who guard the temples, a few pujdris, and pilgrims who come 
_ to worship, and who may sojourn for-a night or two. I was allowed to 

go through all the temples, and even to enter the shrines, and measure 
the idols. When I had finished the inspection of them, a large com- 

pany of Yatis and Banias came to perform their devotions ; and as soon 

as I could command their attention, 1 preached to them the words of 

eternal life....... 

« After taking a little refreshment, I proceeded to the temple situat- 
ed at the summit of the hill. Though goodlooking in the exterior, and 

evidently of Buddhist, or Jaina, origin, it is very filthy within. In 

one extremity, there is an uncarved block of granite, with huge eyes 

and a monstrous mouth depicted upon it, sacred to Devi under the 

name of Ambdémd. I found a good many people around it, to whom I 

spoke on the folly and guilt of idolatry. There are two other peaks on 

the hill, from one of which the Hindus, who get tired of life, throw 

themselves down in the hope of making a speedy journey of it to heaven. 

I did not think of visiting them, on account of the difficulty of reaching 

them. There was, however, a staircase leading to them, as to the peak 

on which I stood. 

“ The view from the top of Girndr is one which is not dearly pur- 

chased at the expense of ascending it. It embraces the adjoining hills 

(of granite), and one of which, the Dhdtar, vies with it in height, and an 
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immense range of low country extending in all directions, and toward 

the west, reaching to the sea. There is much jangal on the lower hills ; 

and cultivation, from the want of water, is not very extensive in the 
low country. Villages appear scattered only here and there. 

“I made as quick a descent of the mountain as possible, that I 

might reach, before the darkness of night settled upon me, the block. of 

granite near Junaga%, which contains the ancient inseriptions which, 

though never deciphered, have attracted much attention. I was able to 

accomplish the object which I had in view. After examining the block 

for a little, and comparing the letters with several ancient Sanskrita 

alphabets in my possession, I found myself able, to my great joy, and 

that of the brahmans who were with me, to make out several words, 

and to decide as to the probable possibility of making out the whole. 

The taking a copy of the inscriptions I found, from their extent, to be 

a hopeless task ; but as Captain Lane (of the Kédtiawdd Political 

Agency), had kindly promised to procure a transcript of the whole for 

me, I did not regret the circumstance. .....” 
‘‘ T suggested to Captain LANG, a plan for taking a facsimile of the 

inscriptions. I recommended him to cover the rock with native paper 

slightly moistened, and to trace with ink the depressions corresponding 

with the forms of the letters. The idea of using cloth, instead of paper 

was entirely his own ; and to that able officer, and his native assistants, 

are we indebted for the very correct facsimile, which he presented to 

me, and which I forwarded to you some months ago for your inspection 

aid use. During the time that it was in Bombay, it was mostly with 

Mr. WaTHEN, who got prepared for yourself, the reduced transcript, 

and with a native, who at the request of our Asiatic Society, and with 

ry permission, prepared a copy for M. Jacquet of Paris. I had 

commenced the deciphering of it, when you kindly communicated to me 

the discovery of your alphabet ; and I at once determined that you, as 

was most justly due, should have the undivided honour of first promulgat- — 

ing its mysteries. Any little progress which I had made in the attempt 

to forge a key, was from the assistance which I had received from the 

alphabets formerly published in your transcendantly able work, Mr. 

Evviot’s Canarese alphabets, and the rigid deductions of VisHnu SHAS 

TRI, my quondam pandit to whom Mr. WatTueEn has expressed his obli- 

gations in his paper on some ancient copper-plate grants lately sent by 

him to England. Visuwu’s paleographical studies, I may mention, com- 

menced with Dr. BaBineTon’s paper, which I showed to him some years 
ago; and they were matured under Mr. WatHeN. I mention these 

facts from my desire to act according to the maxim, Suum cutque tribue. 
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“ The rock containing the inscriptions, it should be observed, is about 

a mile to the eastward of Jundgad, and about four miles from the base 
of Girndr, which is in the same direction. It marks, I should think, 

the extremity of the Maryddé of the sacred mountain. The Jainas, 
as the successors of the Bauddhas, greatly honor it. They maintain 

pinjardpurs, or brute hospitals, like the Banyas of Surat, in many of 

the towns both of the peninsula and province of Guwjerdt ; and practise 

to a great extent the philopsychy of the long forgotten, but now restor- 

ed, edict of Asoka.” 

The rock or large stone above alluded to, appears to contain all three 

inscriptions. Qn the eastern side facing the Girnar hill are the edicts 

of Asoxa in the old character :—on the western side the Sanskrit inscrip- 

tion which I have selected as my theme for the present occasion; and 

on the southern side a third inscription longer even than either of the - 

others, but somewhat more modern, and less distinct. 

The western inscription, then, is near the top of the stone :—it covers 

a surface of ten feet and a half in breadth, by five feet in height. The 
stone is a good deal cut or worn away in two places, but it does not 

seem that any thing has been lost on the outer edges, the irregularities 

there visible proceeding from the contour of the stone. Capt. Lane’s 

facsimile is lithographed on a very reduced scale in Pl. XV. 

The character is only one remove from the Buddhist alphabet of 

Girnar, It has the same mode of applying the vowel marks e, a, and 

0, in particular to those excellent test letters n, n, and m. The vowel z 

is still formed of the three dots: but I need not more fully dilate upon 

its peculiarities since I have already inserted the whole alphabet, as No. 3 

of the comparative table in last month’s Journal. A few also of the 

principal passages I now subjoin on a larger scale in Pl. XVI. as upon 

them rests the value with which this inscription will doubtless be regard- 
_edin Europe as well as in India, on account of the historical information 
it is calculated to afford. 

Once transcribed into modern Nagari a Sanskrit inscription becomes 
easily intelligible through the aid of a skilful pandit. In the present 
Istance it has only been necessary to change two or three dubious 
letters to enable KamMALAKANTA to explain to me the contents of all 
the continuous passages which still exist on the stone, and it is fortu- 
nately not very difficult to imagine from the context what must have 

_ occupied most of the spaces now eroded or mutilated, 
I have contented myself with a very small copy of the original text, 

| because hereafter it may have, like the Allahabad inscription, to be 
_ done over again ! | 

v2 2 
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Transcript of the Junagarh inscription. No. 1. 

fag scaea qewd fafcaneretute (15 letters) Hua ? 

fawicarateat: afaaeraaatferames aut (a) 

(at) eufaefey (30 letters) (S) waa afaaa qa. 

aTquaeefafaaaraetare at (=) 

gb fauta (35 letters) (fa) atfeftzanwaeaTTs 

qua afc UTS ASTAAIWAIAS () 

ante: afaaetrwy (34 letters) YAR Usl Aeasy 

ve qefeoumnacfiers safsanta a <= z | 
AAW sas IIA (30 letters) eaten UST ATMA | 

yatatfaavfyst—aarat frtasaa: gqafaitwatat 

watatinedtaiaciniatiarsteseameaga (20 letters) 

Tarararaayfantcaty faf< fawcaaqersaagaaae 

wearmafaafaat vatawaqa 

We HAL quam aqava faa afas fitemeaboend 

(14 letters) Fanta qanweaad gactastuagr — 

feaafe ware eanatia Gwtrsaciwrada cada 

afaeitara | 
Uwatawaa—aAIISa Hea faqaaddraneaast *. 
afasines (10 letters) wre Alaa ts: WHT waa (Ae) 

UIYUATVAA VATA Aiea HATA Alay aaara4rsia 
quaafusat 

amifucsad aatfeaat 7 crIatrencafaeraat ate 

(mia) eeateratfaqaa(g) (9 letters) at WAHT YS 

fasaaafea TITTacUTMaMATaT fay TAUTY 
ufaa gaa QRarBrearqeaaulagiaaat 

aastaat Bt) AHWMAHASAITATATALT © 
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}1. 

12. 

13. 

14, 

15, 

16. 

i 

faacuafarafe (10 letters) atau quatre 

gfaqdian(a)ancaed (2) w yea nagiiefucaqag 

yea aactaaTA 

TAIAASANASHaAaATTHIATAA AT = WATTTALT 

aitaa ATTAT GUE A (5 letters) acqgqer facrafauer 

(eye aagtat waqyara (7 letters) atafaqatat faaatat 

ufaat Haaataeya 

Pua aAVyarataawarat vegas ches 
mumaaanatecte faisiaaharisaday fax 
TIETTUAATATTAALET AT (10 letters) tle saray 

weaT UPASlaAA SITU SUT 

SRISasaVwHTLIAN WeArsaraearararatat frat 

at aedtat meager frarrraiafaqaatiiat gor 

racuyaifaae fyEReT (10 letters) aTMAT Stsa 
faa Secectaaraa (Feat) 
faraMlss WesMT aad TRG AIT IAAL TT 

aq ay acutauay fawqumaaniita (3) eqewaaTT 
farsa wes aaifeacaAaTA ATAWAAT 

wal qiafaad acaante ti: 
WAIAMA_I aa Ayala Wacyal wT aAETAAT 

ATALALHA AAI GCIICUAI VI ARIAAUA UH 

. STAT (25) eum a gee atuefaarqztafea 

wuaautt: eam (aad) ward Arerawaaatea 

wafaremaget «= 6fanucuacfaecarataadfaa— 
(20 letters) cuxatatfcatafa 

ARM AAA AAAT aaHA TA ACAI AMAA AMAT AST 
@quzeraenfanacatats: vay_aets 
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18. yuu CEe saat GuaTE TUrysls WesaTe 
AUATES Saaa waa ales soratafarafes 
MEAT TATA ATA 

19. Wea Fe valaaaa ufrada qaractradaa 
PCeNacquamaayaal Waa ead ufuateaaral 
Hea 

20. afufasaradattd anife udcfagaatateafata | 
Translation. 

(Be it) accomplished!’ This very impassable bank atthe foot of the hill. 
city,( Girinagara’ )...... (15 syllables) with wide expansion and with great 

depth of strong masonry® carried all along the bottom of the said hill, 

filling up the interstices or irregularities in even layers up to the height 

of the bank ...... (30) ....c..00scesseee. DY @& Chosen -(arehitect?) the 

foundations of the bridge being completed most substantially by, em- 

banking off in-various ways the water .........sscssseeons (BO) .2...0ccd cee 

by workmen cheered on by kindnesses, and with a vast abundance of mate- 

rials was in progress. ‘Then the work continued under favor of the raja 

Mahakshatrapa (the great patron of the warrior class) who was named 
Swami Chastana ...... (and was completed) in the seventy-second year of 

his son, the Kshatrapa, mindful of the lessons of his instructors, the raja 

named Artpa'Ma” in the dark half of the month of Margairsha......... 

veeeese (afterwards) by an immense inundation brought on by 

heavy rains converting the whole surface of the earth into an ocean, 

and making a mass of mud of the hill of Urjayata (?)—...... by the 

tempestuous waves of the Palesiné river, and its several tributaries, the 

bridge ‘s...5s (was carried away. Subsequently) ...... in conformity with 

the original design (it was) repaired with blocks of stone from the hill, 

remedying the difficulties of the passage way with numerous long 

beams and trees laid across,—and skilfully uniting them............ (A 

second time) by the force of the waves in a fierce hurricane and flood 

1. The same invocation, s’ddham, is used in the Skandagupta inscription, Pl. I. 

2. The vowels of the word Girinagar are wanting, but the name cannot be mis. 

taken, being modern Girndr. 

3. Ofer af, the joining or cementation of masonry, is now called by a similar 

name jordi. I suppose the piers or foundations to be intended, 

4. araciiara (sic)—if this is correctly traced it contains a grammatical error 

in the substitution of q for: after «, The name might be read Atri ; or Rudra, were 

the preceding word namno. The date may be read eithef varshe dwisaptatita (me) 

followed by numerals,—or Ari damni nashte dwisaptati vatsare, in the 72nd year after 

the death of Aridamd. As there isa space after dwi, sata may be also supplied, 
making the date 270. 
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(it was) broken down and much damaged, ............ (after which) with 

stones and trees and piles ® and massive beams ® stretched across it was 

again put into complete repair, with an indestructible embankment 

having a length of four hundred cubits, and in like manner having 

a breadth of seventy-five cubits, in a wonderful manner taking out all 

the water and laying dry the bed of the river " ............ by Pupya 

Gupta, the territorial treasurer of raja CHANDRAGUPTA Maurya, 

(this) was caused to be done: and by the Yavana raja of Asoxa Mau- 

RYA, (named) TusHAsPa, it was ornamented with cornice and parapet, 

and with an artificial canal visible there, over which the bridge also ex- 
tended, in a manner worthy of the approval of the raja.......( Afterwards) 

by him, who, being predestined from the womb to the unceasing and in- 

creasing possession of the fortunes of royalty, was invited by all classes 

waiting upon him for the security of their property—to be their king :— 

who from clear intelligence has not suffered the sacrifice of animal life ;— 

who is faithful to his promises—who is courteous in speech,—who in bat- 
tle opposed face to face with an equal antagonist and threatening to dis- 

charge his weapons,—compassionates his yielding foe,.............. who 

gives hope to those of their own accord repairing to him to beseech for 

succour......preserving the ancient customs of the town uninfringed by 

the proud and insolent ;—who is lord of the countries® of Avanti, Anupa 

(?) Vrija, Anartta, Surashtra, ......... Savara, Kukira, Kiréta, 

Tishat and others, all conquered by his own might, and maintained in 

their former prosperity, and all their inhabitants both high and low 

converted into obedient subjects—all these countries, under his majesty 

(forming one empire) and furnishing every object of desire and gratifi- 

cation :—who is the powerful leader of an army obeying him fondly as 

one born with the title of a renowned hero;—who, after more than 

one conquest of SATKARNI the, king of Dakshinapatha by merely a 

5. BPAUFITATCT, the introduction of Dwdra here is hardly intelligible, per- 

haps we should read anutalpat vari sarana ucchraya vidhansind—the remover of the 

impediments to the flow of the current from the beams and materials that had fallen 

into the river. 

6. Waa a1—the distinction of golas and latfas in the modern wood market is 

that the former are unsquared, and the latter, squared timbers. 

7. Ihave given to this obscure passage the best sense in which I think it expli- 

cable, asthe breadth, 75, cubits could hardly have been that of the bridge itself. 

8. Most of the countries enumerated here are to be foundin the Purdnas. Avanti 

is well known as Oujein; Vrija is the country about Mathura ; Anartta is mentioned 

with Cumboja, Sindhu, and Yavana Margana, (As. Res. VIII. 339, 341,) and is there- 

fore probably in the Panjab :—Kukura is enumerated in the same list with Benares: 

Savara is called a wild tribe in the southeast :—there are three Kirdtas named—two 

(Chaiada and Rajya) in the northeast and one in the south (pp. 339.41)—Tishat 

may perhaps be read Toshali in Cuttack of which more hereafter. 
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threat (of attack), concluded a peace (with him) for the security and 
protection of his country,. .........and again set up his royal banner ;— 
who has a natural taste for exercising and improving the strength of 

his hand, according to the rules* ;—who is renowned for his skill in the 

practice of all the celebrated sciences, of grammar, of polity, of singing, 

of expedients (mechanics ?) and the rest, the theory of which he has 

gone through and thoroughly retained;—who powerful in horses, 
elephants, chariots, oxen, weapons, and armour ........... exceedingly 

clever in breaking down the strongholds+-of his enemies;—who is 

every day happy in the bestowal of alms and mercy ;—who is affa- - 

ble in manners ;—whose treasury is abundantly filled with gold, 

silver, tin, and the lapis lazuli jewel, brought as tokens of his great- 

ness, offered to him as his just and proper measure of tribute; who 

(understands) the precise etiquette of (courtly terms,) their sense, 

measure, sweetness, rarity, ......... who is of correct bodily proportion, 

excellent in gait, color, vigour, and strength, &c.; in form and limb 

of most auspicious aspect ;—who of his own (merit ?) has the title of 

‘ patron of warriors and king of men ;—who is crowned with the garland{ 

of flowers won in the Swayamvara ceremony (or tournament) ;—by 

this great patron of the warriors (or Satrap) RuUDAR Da’Ma’...... cs. +0000 
zealous for the increase of his religious fame and in kindness and 

compassion for females and the lame and sick : and with a most liberal 

expenditure from his own treasury (for the people ?) ;—consenting at 

once to the petition of the chief citizens ;—the construction of this 

bridge with threefold strength............... after due inspection was 
ordered to be done ;~—thus. 

By the dignified in virtue, the chief minister of the great Satrap...... 

......the road was also lined with trees conferring pleasure (on the pas- 

sers by ).— 

Further, by him who out of favor to the inhabitants of town and 

country restored with substantial repairs the excellent condition (of the 
bridge) to the good subjects of this metropolis,—-who made it impregna- 

ble to the torrents of water...... ..? by the descendant of the Pahlavan 
tribe, Ma vyaA, the contractor, who has finished his work precisely on the 

terms of his estimates and plans, so. as to give satisfaction,—the strong 

* By inadvertence I have omitted the repetition of the word arjita =p fSafsa 

at the beginning of the 13th line in the lithograph. 

+ Reading UW4STAHY, but the text may he read beh bu making it ‘ destroying 

his enemy’s force,’ or again it may be Utaeeeaaeatmaa, well skilled in 

diminishing the power of his enemies. (The Nagari text has been altered thus). 

t In former times, Hindu maidens chose their favorite among a band of suitors 

by throwing a garland over his neck. A play on the name Ddméd is intended. 

aS oe: 
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man and overcomer of difficulties, surrounded by his overseers (pattis ), 

—by him, the establisher of religious fame, and the increaser of the 

glory of his master, was this work executed*.” 

Observations. 

I have already remarked that in this inscription for the first time we 
find the name of the great CHANDRAGUPTA the contemporary of 
ALEXANDER recorded on a genuine monument of antiquity. There 

can be no doubt of his identity because his family name Maurya is 

added, and further the name of his grandson, the no less famous Asoka 

immediately follows designated also by the same family cognomen of 

Maurya. (See Pl. XIX. for the passages containing the two names.) 
On first discovering this important fact and perusing the mutilated 

fragment with KAMALAKANTA pandit, as well as we could make it out, 

I thought myself in possession of a record of the time at least of Asoka, 
by whose deputy or viceroy the bridge seemed to have been completed. 

The long string of complimentary epithets which fill up the bulk of the 

inscription being in the instrumental case, and thus agreeing with the 

Yavana rdjena of the upper sentence. 

This turns out not to be precisely the case. A considerable period 

is embraced in the history of the Garnar bridge—partly anterior and 
partly subsequent to the time of CHanpRAGUPTA :—thus it seems 

originally to have been erected by a prince named Swa’Mi CHASHTA'NA 

a name rather Persian than Indian :—it was then either repaired or more 

probably completed by his son Aripa’ma’ or ATRIDA’MA’ in the month 

of Margasirsha or Agrahayana—in the year 72, but the letters which 

follow are unfortunately illegible, and we are left in the dark as to the 

era then in use for recording events. 

The bridge was then totally destroyed by an inundation of the river 

Paleshint, aname I cannot discover in the map of Gujerat. Thus tem- 

porarily repaired perhaps by the inhabitants it was again carried away ; 

_and a more thorough reparation was commenced under orders from 

CHANDRAGUPTA MAURYA by his prefect of the province PupyacupPTa, 

and completed in the reign of Asoxa his grandson thirty or forty years 

afterwards by his Greek officer, for so I think we may understand Yavana 

raja. The brahmanical population of the distant province of Surdshtra 

probably had but little affection for the Buddhist monarch who is not 

even honored in the inscription with the title of raja—being simply styled 

_ Asoka the macrya! The name of his Greek employe is not very 

* Anushthitam wafea, accomplished. ‘The same word is used at the foot of the 

Allahabad inscription—(vol. VI. 978). But I know not how it there eluded the 
apprehension of the pandit who made me write in lieu of it wafayaq ‘ remaining 
firm or fixed.’ 

2x 
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plain on the cloth; it may be read qua@a— by Tushaspa’ a name 
evidently of Persian termination like Gushtasp, Lohrasp, &c. from asp 
a horse (Sans. asva). Were the name written Tushasva we might have 
supposed it a translation of the Greek name Philippos, having precisely 
the same meaning ; and we might have argued that some adventurer hav- 
ing from his military prowess obtained service under Asoka, had added 

those new provinces to his empire, which we find noticed in his religious 

edicts, and had at length usurped a considerable share of power to 
himself; being in fact the very Yona raja whom the Muhammadan 
historians state to have dispossessed SinsAR Cuanp’s grandson. But 

I am sensible that I have beem frequently guilty of running ahead of 

prudence with my deductions, and I must consequently draw in a little; 

for it may be possible after all that the word yavane does not exist. 

It is preceded by the letter @ which I have rendered q < further’ ‘ too ;’ 

but the expletive is somewhat out of place, and some may prefer the 

reading YRTHY ATATATIZA, ‘ by AsoxKa’s raja (or lord) of the floods 
and forests.’ 

_ To continue my history of the bridge:—after the last repairs 

although no accident is mentioned, we must conclude that such had 

eccurred, and that the bridge was rebuilt by the prince upon whom the 

largest share of the eulogistic inscription is lavished. The opening 

passage may perhaps be recoverable on a careful re-examination of 

the stone. Towards the close it does indeed mention that on 

the petition of the inhabitants (backed by female imfluence ?) he 

strengthened the structure three-fold at his own expense. Now the 

name of this prince is RupDRADAMA, destined, it says, from his 

cradle to be elected to the throne,—his title is Raja Maha Ksha- 

trapa the same as that of ARrpAmé and Swami Cuasnran. We may 

therefore view him as a scion of the old dynasty replaced on the throne 4 

after a temporary subjugation of the province by the Mawrya sove- — 

reigns of India proper. 

It is curious and most interesting to those whose attention is engaged 
in the subject to observe how different ancient monuments throw light 
upon one another and help to their mutual development. ‘The name of 

RupDRADAMA recals to our memory the series of Surashtra coins — 

described in my journal hardly a year ago. Among the eleven names 

there distinguished, RupRADAMA was conspicuous as following just 

such a break in the line as would be made by the cause above alluded 

to. Again, the title then read as Maha Kritrima, the elected king, 

on second examination agrees precisely with the present more palpably 

developed Maha Kshatrapa. On referring to the plate of Mr. Sreu- 
ART’s coins sent tome by Captain Harkness I find that I so read the 
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word at first and noted it im pencil, but gave it up on the pandit’s ignorance 

of such having ever been a titlein use. Had I possessed at that time a 

comparative alphabet to consult, I should immediately have perceived 

that the right hand twist at the foot of the & (see pl. XIX) did not then 
denote as it does now the vowel ri, which was formerly turned in the con- 

trary sense; but that it was the cerebral sh subjoimed to the & (forming 

&sh), exactly as it occurs on the Junagarh* inscription. The p also de- 

ceived me, being more pointed than the same letter in the word putra ; 
but on examination of the coins in my possession I find it generally round- 

ed off as U, and never crossed below as the m(x). (See the plate.) 
The word @qaqy : kshatrapas, although wholly unknown as a sove- 

reign title te modern Hindus, ard not to be found in their books; 

is familiar to the reader of the Grecian history of ancient Persia, 
with merely a softening of the initial letter, as sarpanns, Satrapa, 

the prefect of a province under the Persian system of government. I 

do not believe that the etymology of this name has ever been traced. 

It is called a Persian title, but the Persian dictionaries only contain 

2 yaw Satrab, as an obsolete term for the governor of a province, 

without explanation of its origin. In Sanskrit it signifies the ruler, 

feeder, or patron of the Xshatra or military class ; and now that we 
know the ancient language of Persia east of the Euphrates to have been 

a near dialect of the Sanskrit, we may conclude that Satrapa had the 

same signification in Ariana. It is not for me in this place to specu- 

late on the purport of the term in the Persian polity, but it is a fact 
well known that the effeminate Persians at a very early period were in 

the habit of governing their numerous tributary provinces by mercenary 

troops. The same system, and the same denomination of Satrap, was 
adopted and retained by the Macedonian conqueror, both when Greek and 

native officers were employed: and instances are frequent enough of 

the Satraps assuming to themselves independence and a regal title. 

The Satrapies of the ancient Persian monarchy are not supposed to 

have extended across the Indus. If i ALEXANDER’s time this limit 

was first transgressed, it was not long before the Bactrian Greeks or 

the Parthians made themselves masters of Sindh, Cutch and Guzeratt. 

The present inscription may incline the learned to conclude that Su- 

vashtra was before then one of the Satrapies of the empire, from the 

name of CuasTan, the Satrap, who is stated to have first erected the 
bridge, and who must have preceded CuanpracuptTa. Rvupra, VIs- 

* I have before remarked that this town seems called after the Greek prince, 

Yavanagada, 

+ See J. A. S. vol. VI. page 385 for VINCENT’s authority on this subject. 

2 Eo 
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wa, and others of the list are more Indian in sound. It. is re- 

markable that in the long string of epithets applied even to RupRa-. 

pAmA the chosen Satrap, there is none which bears the slightest 

allusion to Hindu mythology ; while on the other hand the coins of the 

whole dynasty bear an emblem which we have hitherto considered either 

of Mithraic or of Buddhist import. The name Jinadami (wearing 

Buddha as a necklace) is decidedly Buddhistic ; and the epithet applied 

in the inscription to Rudradamd,—‘ who from right persuasion never. 
put any living creature to death’—proves that Rupra’s opinions were 

at any rate influenced by the proximity of the important Buddhist 

establishment at Gurndr. 

' The style of prose eulogy employed by the composer of the inscrip- 

tion puts us much in mind of our old friend, the Allahabud column. It 

has its corresponding list of countries conquered and equitably ruled: 

but few of the names are, as might be expected, the same in the two. 

Avanti or Ujjayani, and Vrija (if the latter name be correctly read) 

are of the anost importance as implying that the elected kings of the 

Sah family, or the Satraps of Surdshtra as we may now more properly 
call them, had acquired dominion over all the central portion of India, 

driving back the Magadha sovereigns, (who had previously spread their. 

hands to the farthest west,) into their own Gangetic limits. The other 

places Anartta, Kukura, &c. are probably provinces to the northwest, out 

of India proper. One other name however deserves our particular atten- 

tion ; the king of the Dakhan (Dakshinapatha), who was twice threatened. 

with an invasion, and brought to sue for peace. His name is SATA 

Karn, the same which occurs several times in the lists of the Andhra 

kings extracted by WILForD from the Bhagavat, and other Purdnas. 

It is a patronymic, from waafw ‘the hundred-eared’ which was doubt- 

less the name of the founder of the family : and SArakK Arn was _proba- 

bly the surname of all the line, though not repeated aNOny where in the — 

versified enumeration of the Puranas. . 

The locality of the Andhra dominion has hitherto been as uncertain 

as the period of its sway. W1LFoRD says in one place that the Andhra 

princes ‘made a most conspicuous figure on the banks of the Ganges. 

for above 800 years* ;—again that Andhra and Koshala (near Kalin-- 
ga) are used synonymously by some Hindu authors :—again that Srr’ 

Carna pveEva took the title of king of Zvri-kalinga, or of the three 

shores, to the east and west and south of India+. From our inscription 

we perceive that the general term of Dakshinapatha agrees well with 

the latter definition, and we may rest content with denoting the See | 

karnis-as kings of the Peninsula. | 

* As. Res. 1X.101. ‘ Ditto, 104. 
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Further, as to their age, we find one of the name contemporary with 

RupravDAMA who followed Asoka (we cannot say at what precise 
distance.) WILFoRD, brings them much lower down, from the third to 

the sixth century after Christ, in order to square the last of their name, 

Pulomarchi or Puliman, with the Pulomien* of the Chinese. 

He is forced to confess however that there were Andhras at the 

beginning of the Christian era, when, says Piiny, ‘the Andare kings 

were very powerful in India having no less than 30 fortified cities, an 

army of 100,000 men and 1000 elephants+.’ 

We must therefore consent to throw back the Andhras ; and, instead 

of requiring them to fall into a general and single line of paramount 

Indian kings as WiLForp would insist, let them run in a parallel line, 

along with the lines of Surdshtra, Ujjain, Magadha and others,—indi- 

viduals of each line in turn obtaining by their talent, prowess or good 
fortune a temporary ascendancy over his neighbours: thus at length we 

may hope to fulfil Captain Ton’s prophecy,—“ let us master the charac- 

ters on the columns of Indrapreshta, Poorag, and Mewar, on the rocks 

of Junagarh, at Bijolle on the Aravulli, and in the Jain temples scatter- 
ed over India, and then we shall be able to arrive at just and satisfactory 

conclusions (in regard to Indian history )t.” 

As an atonement for leading my readers into this long digression, 

I now present them with an engraved plate of all the varieties of the 

Surdshtra group of coins yet found. There is one new name added 

through the diligence of Lieut. E. Conotty. The rest are already 

known, but I subjoin their corrected readings for the satisfaction of my 
numismatical friends. The fact of their having a Grecian legend and 

head on the obverse is now explained ; and the date of their fabrication 

is determined so far that we may certainly place some of the early 
reigns in the second and third centuries before Christ : to what later 

period they descend we may also hope to ascertain through the means 

of other coins which will come to be described along with the third in- 

* Quere. Is not Brahman written with this orthography in Chinese ? 
+ The name Séragan given in the Periplus as of a sovereign that had formerly 

reigned at Kalliena (near Bombay) has some resemblance to Sdtakarni, but I will 

not build upon such uncertain ground. 

t Ton’s Rajasth4n, I. 45, he gives a curious derivation, by the way, of the name 

of Junagarh : 

‘6 The ‘ancient city’ par éminence, is the only name this old capital, at the foot of 

and guarding the sacred mount Girndr, is known by. ABUL FAZL says, it had long 

remained desolate and unknown and was discovered by mere accident, Tradition 

even being silent, they give it the emphatic name of Juna (old) gurh (fortress), I 

have little doubt that it is the Asildurga or Asilgurh of the Grahilote annals; where 

it is said that prince Asx raised a fortress, called after him near to Girnar by the 
consent of the DABI prince, his uncle,’’ (See note to page 345.) 
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scription from Junagarh, as soon as we obtain a correct facsimile of it. 
I may here so far satisfy curiosity as to state that this third inscription, 

the longest and in some respects the best preserved, though from the 

smallness and rudeness of the letters it is very difficult to decipher,—is in 
a more modern character—that alloted to the third century after Christ — 

or the Gupra alphabet: and that in the opening lines I find an allu- 

sion to SKANDA GuPTA one of the GuPTA family, whose name has 

also been found upon a new series of the Surdshtra coms. The words 

are... Hifa faaw eafe: Sete: TIM Ws......(vide Plate XIX.) 
We shall thus be able to string together by means of the inscriptions 

and coins of ancient Surdshtra a continued series of names and dates 

from the time of the Maurya dynasty to that of the Gupta dynasty of 

Canouj which terminates the catalogues of the Puranas. 

Dates too did I say ?—Yes I am in hopes of adding even actual 

dates to the series, for I have been fortunate enough to light upon a 

clue to the ancient forms of the Sanskrit nwmerals, and to discover 

their presence on the very series of Swrdshtrian coins to which I have 

been just alluding. But here again I must solicit a little patience, while 

I describe the grounds of this new assertion. 

§ On the Ancient Sanskrit Numerals. 

The most ancient mode of denoting number in the Sanskrit languages, 

as in the Greek and Latin, was by the use of letters in alphabetical 

order. This system we find prevalent in all ancient Sanskrit works, as 

well as in the Pali, the Tibetan and other derivate systems. There do 

not indeed appear to be any numerals peculiar to the P4li. In their 

sacred records, the words are always written at length; they have also 

the symbolical words of the Sanskrit astronomical works, and what is 

called the Varna sankhya, or numeral classification of the alphabet. 

The numerals now employed in Ceylon, Ava, Cambodia, Siam, have 

hardly the slightest affinity to one another. 

When this system was exchanged for that of the decimal or cipher 
notation does not appear to be known, or to have been investigated by 

the learned. Up to the ninth or tenth century of our era, the Nagari 
numerals extant on numerous monuments do not differ materially from 

those now in use. 

In the Gupta class of inscriptions, as far as I know, no numerals had 

as yet been found until I noticed some doubtful and unknown symbols 
on the Bhilsa monument. In the Buddhist pillar inscriptions the 

dates where they occurred, were uniformly expressed at full length. 

A few months ago, I was engaged in transcribing and reading with 
my pandit, some copper-plate grants supposed to be of the third cen- 

tury, found in Gujerdt by Dr. Burn, whose beautiful copies of them, I 
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